ABSTRACT In this paper, the quantitative fault diagnosability problem for a stochastic dynamic system subjects to unknown uncertainties is proposed. Reliable isolability, reliable detectability, and reliable distinguishability are newly defined for the studied uncertain system. By considering model uncertainties, norm-bounded disturbances, and noises, the quantitative diagnosability problem is originally transferred to an optimization problem. A novel methodology is proposed to quantify the fault diagnosability based on a new sliding window model, which greatly alleviates the computation task. To quantify the disturbance effect on the diagnosability performance, disturbance ratio is defined. Furthermore, the reliable isolability conditions for a fault vector with a specific fault time profile is theoretically analyzed. Effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by a numerical example.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diagnosability including detectability and isolability, is an important property of a dynamic system [1] , [2] . Definitions of detectability and isolability are given in [3] : ''If a fault, independent of its size and type, causes a change in the nominal behavior of a system output, the fault is detectable; if the changes in the system output caused by two faults are distinguishable, those faults are isolable''.
Both qualitative detectability and isolability are often applied to answer ''Is a fault detectable?'' and ''Is a fault isolable?''. Qualitative fault diagnosability has been widely investigated in the pioneering work. Nyberg [4] ignored effects of model uncertainties and noises, and Xing and Xia [5] took the study for an affine nonlinear system only with unknown indeterminate inputs.
Note that sensor placement is crucial to optimize system configuration for acceptable performance in fault detection and isolation (FDI) . Based on the qualitative analysis of diagnosability, some algorithms for sensor placement have been proposed. In [6] , by analyzing maximum detectability and isolability specifications, an algorithm to return the minimal set of sensors was given. To study the diagnosability property of a given system, an evolutionary approach based on a genetic algorithm was used in [7] . Moreover, [8] proposed a necessary and sufficient condition of sensor placement to fulfill fault detectability. To meet a diagnosis requirement specification, [9] developed an algorithm based only on the structural information for sensor placement.
Different from the qualitative study, quantitative diagnosability can obtain deeper insight into the structural property of the system [10] . Hence, evaluation of the quantitative diagnosability is significant to develop both the diagnosis algorithm and the system configuration.
In recent years, quantitative fault diagnosability has attracted many researchers' interests [11] - [13] . By considering model uncertainties and multiplicative faults of the linear time-invariant system, Ding [14] , [15] proposed indicators for the performance of fault detection and isolation. In the outstanding work [16] , quantitative diagnosability was analyzed by applying the stochastic characterization of model uncertainties and measurement noises. Based on [16] , Jung et al. [17] proposed a new measure named expected distinguishability by discussing four candidates. It is worth mentioning that actual systems are inevitably affected by model uncertainties, external disturbances and various noises [3] , [18] . In addition, external disturbances poses a huge difficulty in analyzing fault detectability and isolability. For example, if the effect on the output of the fault is less than the effect of the disturbance, it is certainly difficult to detect the fault [19] . However, all the aforementioned quantitative work has not considered external disturbance among uncertainties, which unavoidably generates inaccurate results in some cases. Consequently, to fully investigate fault diagnosability, quantifying the effect of external disturbances along with model uncertainties and noises is indeed needed.
In this paper, quantitative fault diagnosability problem is investigated for the system subject to norm-bounded disturbances, model uncertainties and noises. Main contributions lie in the following aspects.
(i) A new sliding window model with lower-dimensional matrix is deduced. That enables less computation task.
(ii) Reliable isolability, reliable detectability, reliable distinguishability and the disturbance ratio are newly defined to be applicable for the uncertain system despite of external disturbances.
(iii) To compute the proposed distinguishability, the studied problem is originally transferred to an easily-solved optimization problem. Rigorous analysis and simulation study are performed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the quantitative diagnosability problem is formulated. A lowerdimensional model is developed in Section III. Quantitative analysis is carried out in Section IV. Section V presents a numerical simulation.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Considering the following discrete-time system subject to various uncertainties
where Compared with the deterministic system (w (k) = 0, v (k) = 0) and the stochastic system (ξ c (k) = 0, ξ o (k) = 0), model (1) has more general form. It has been widely used in various applications, such as process control, chemical system and aircraft system [20] . In this paper, a solution of quantitative diagnosability for the uncertain system (1) is provided.
Considering a sliding window model of length s, denote
Then, Eq.(1) can be rewritten as
where
In particular, ∈ R (lx+ly)s×(lx+ly)s is an identity matrix. e s ∼ N (0, e ) is a Gaussian vector with zero mean and symmetric positive definite covariance matrix e . More details of the sliding window model (2) can be referred to [16] .
Note that, due to the unknown vector ξ s , fault diagnosability of system (2) cannot be directly analyzed by the currently known methods. In addition, the sliding window model (2) is with large matrices, which imposes great limitations for large-scale systems.
III. MODEL REFORMULATION
Analysis of the fault diagnosability needs an appropriate model window length s [16] . Moreover, even the minimum s may lead to a heavy computational burden. Next, in the light of [21] , an advanced sliding window model is proposed to overcome this disadvantage. (2) with length s, it can be derived that
Then, Eq.(3) can be equivalently written aŝ where z s , f s and e s are the same as (2),L,Ĥ ,F,Ê andˆ are known coefficient matrices aŝ
where ⊗ denotes matrix Kronecker product, and i = CA i , i = 0, . . . , s − 1.
On account of Table 1 , it is obvious that the proposed model (5) has lower matrix dimension, which greatly alleviates the computation burden.
Assumption 2: ĤÊ in model (5) is full row-rank. Since all sensors have noises, D v is definitely full row-rank, Assumption 2 is naturally fulfilled.
Let the rows of NĤ are orthogonal basis for the left nullspace ofĤ , i.e., NĤĤ = 0. To eliminate the unknown state vector x (k − s + 1), pre-multiplying equation (5) by NĤ yields 
where e s ∼ N (0, e ). Then, the covariance matrices of NĤLz s can be written by (7) and (8), the fault vector and the disturbance vector only affect the mean of the probability distribution of the vector NĤLz s .
Denote fault time profile by
and simplify it by θ i , where D is a bounded closed domain [22] , and f i (·) represents the ith element in the vector f , with i = 0, 1, · · · , l f . In specific, i = 0 refers to the fault-free case with θ 0 ≡ 0. Denote the fault mode by F i , which represents whether the fault f i occurs. Let i be the set of all fault time profiles θ i corresponding to a fault mode F i . Thus, there is a corresponding multivariate probability density function (pdf) denoted by
where NĤLz s ∼ N (NĤF i θ i + NĤˆ ξ i s , σ ne ),F i ∈ R l y s×s contains columns ofF corresponding to the elements of f i , and ξ i s ∈ R (l x +l y )s . † According to this, each fault mode can be described by a set of pdf's p θ i ,ξ i s . Define the set by
Specifically, ξ 0 s is the disturbance vector corresponding to the fault-free case, and Z 0,ξ 0 s is the fault-free mode only includes one pdf, p 0,ξ 0
s . In what follows, denote a set of pdf's p θ i ,ξ i s with a given fault time profile θ i bỹ (12) where i is the set of all norm-bounded disturbances corresponding to the fault mode F i . † Note that hereinafter, ξ l s , ξ l c and ξ l o refer to ξ s , ξ c and ξ o corresponds to a specific fault mode F l , respectively. VOLUME 6, 2018 Similarly, define a set ofp θ i bỹ
specifically, for the fault-free casẽ
IV. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, some related concepts are redefined to appropriately quantify the fault diagnosability for system (1) , and the evaluation problem has been transferred to an optimization problem. In addition, disturbance ratio is proposed to quantify the disturbances' effect on the detectability and isolability performances.
A. DISTINGUISHABILITY 1) RESULTS FOR THE SYSTEM WITH KNOWN DISTURBANCES
First, a clear comparison with work [16] is given by assuming external disturbances are known. Based on the proposed sliding window model (6), definitions of isolability and detectability are given as follows.
Definition 1 (Isolability):
Given a sliding window model (6) with known disturbances. A fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i is isolable from a fault mode
Definition 2 (Detectability):
Given a sliding window model (6) with known disturbances. A fault f i is detectable, i.e., the fault is isolable from the fault-free mode,
Definition 3 (Distinguishability):
Given a sliding window model (6) with known disturbances. The distinguishability of a fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i from a fault mode F j is defined as
where K p θ i ,ξ i s p j denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the probability density functions p θ i ,ξ i s and p j . Note that distinguishability can be utilized to evaluate the detectability when θ i (k) = 0, ∀k, and to evaluate isolability in the other cases. Accordingly, only distinguishability is investigated in the paper.
Similarly as [16] , given
then, (15) can be rewritten as
where (17) degenerates to the distinguishability in [16] .
[16, Lemma 1] was used to calculate the distinguishability. However, it cannot handle the case (n + q) s ≤ [n (s + 1) + s], i.e., qs ≤ n + s. For instance, system (1) with q = 1 as a single output system. To break the above restriction of [16, Lemma 1] and calculate the distinguishability (17), pseudoinverse is utilized from the following standard result.
Lemma 1 [23] : For a matrix A ∈ R n×m and a vector b ∈ R n , let x 0 be the minimum-norm solution of min
and
where x 0 = A + b and S = y ∈ R m y = arg min
Here, (·) + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix.
s , A = NĤF j and x = θ j . By Lemma 1, formula (17) is rewritten as
The smaller distinguishabilityD i,j (θ i ) means more difficult to isolate the fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i from fault mode F j .
2) RESULTS FOR THE SYSTEM WITH UNKNOWN DISTURBANCES
Note that, ξ i s and ξ j s in system (1) are known for Definition 1 and distinguishability (20) .
However, it is difficult to obtain precise information of disturbance in practice. To tackle the difficulty, an advanced method is developed further in this section.
An intuitive vision for the idea of quantitative diagnosability is shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1.(a) Remark 2: Note that, the existing definitions of isolability and detectability are suitable for stochastic uncertainties. When considering norm-bounded disturbances, i.e., setp θ i and setZ j , they are not applicable for the studied uncertain system.
To answer the question ''Whether a fault is isolable (detectable) under unknown norm-bounded disturbances'' and to evaluate fault diagnosability of the studied uncertain system, the isolability and detectability are redefined as follows.
Definition 4: (Reliable Isolability). Consider a sliding window model (6) with unknown disturbances. A fault f i with a specific fault time profile θ i is reliably isolable from a fault mode F j , ifp θ i ∩Z j = ∅.
Definition 5: (Reliable Detectability). Consider a sliding window model (6) with unknown disturbances. A fault f i is reliably detectable, ifp θ i ∩Z 0 = ∅, i.e., the fault is isolable from the fault-free mode.
Remark 3: Definition 1 and Definition 2 are restricted to known disturbances, while Definition 4 and Definition 5 are proposed with respect to unknown disturbances. Moreover, reliably isolability is the sufficient condition for isolability defined in Definition 1.
Naturally, the minimum Kullback-Leibler divergence between setp θ i and setZ j can be used to evaluate the reliable isolability, and the divergence between setp θ i and setZ 0 can be used to evaluate the reliable detectability. It is motivated to a new definition of distinguishability.
Definition 6: (Reliable Distinguishability). Consider a sliding window model (6) with unknown disturbances. The reliable distinguishability of a fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i from a fault mode F j is defined bỹ
Clearly, the largerD i,j (θ i ) is, the easier it is to isolate fault f i from F j . Furthermore,D i,j (θ i ) describes the worst case of detecting and isolating a fault, and the proposed distinguishability provides a good answer to the question ''How difficult it is to detect or isolate a fault f i ?'' Proposition 1: A sufficient and necessary condition for reliably isolating fault f i from fault mode F j isD i,j (θ i ) > 0, and a sufficient and necessary condition for reliably detecting fault f i isD i,0 (θ i ) > 0.
Under condition (16) , by Definition 6 we obtaiñ
To compute the distinguishability, by Assumption 1 and (1), the foregoing formula can be transferred to an equivalent optimization problem as
where Proof: It is easy to obtain the conclusion. The detailed proof is omitted here.
From (20) and (23), together with Lemma 2, it can be deduced that
where i,j = i j and refers to the Minkowski difference.
It is truly obvious that both ξ i s and ξ j s refer to disturbance vector, meanwhile they are subject to the same constraint. This motivates the above optimization problem to the following reformulation
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Clearly, the foregoing problem only has (l x + l y )s undetermined parameters, which is much fewer than (24) with [2(l x + l y ) + 1]s undetermined parameters.
Remark 4:
The proposed distinguishability (26) is a significant convex nonlinear programming, which can be directly solved by several mature optimization algorithm, such as the interior algorithm in [24] . Note when ξ s identically equal to zero (i.e., neglecting disturbances),D i,j (θ i ) degenerates into the distinguishability in [16] . Next, a sufficient condition for reliable isolability (detectability) is proceed.
Theorem 1: Consider the sliding window model (6) with the length s. For the givenδ c andδ o in (1), suppose that
then, fault f i with a specific fault time profile θ i is reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Proof: Definition 4 and Definition 6 show that if D i,j (θ i ) = 0, fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i is not reliably isolable from fault mode F j . It is natural to utilize the disturbance bound satisfying D i,j (θ i ) = 0 to analyse fault diagnosability performance. Sinceˆ in (5) is full row rank matrix, one has
Then, equation
tion. Together with Lemma 1, yields
It follows that
together with (26) and Proposition 1, fault f i with a specific fault time profile θ i is reliably isolable from fault mode F j .
Then a further result is presented for reliable isolability. Proposition 2: Consider the sliding window model (6) with the length s. Suppose that
then, fault f i with a specific fault time profile θ i is reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Proof: Let σ min (·) denote the minimum singular value. Applying (33) with
yields formula (27) . Recalling Theorem 1, obviously, fault f i with a specific fault time profile θ i is reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 reveal the quantitative relationship between the disturbances' bounds and the fault for reliable isolability.
B. DISTURBANCE RATIO
It is noteworthy that, for a system subject to various uncertainties, the proposed measure (26) makes quantifying the disturbance effect on the diagnosability available.
Definition 7: (Disturbance Ratio). Consider a sliding window model (6) with the length s. Disturbance ratio of a fault f i with a given fault time profile θ i from a fault mode F j is defined as
represents the distinguishability of the system without disturbances. It is evident that the proposed disturbance ratio lies in [0, 1], where 0 represents the diagnosability without any effect from external disturbances, and 1 means that fault f i is not reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Moreover, a larger disturbance ratio indicates greater degree of effect on the diagnosability from external disturbances.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed methodology is verified. Section V-B studies the case of a system with given parameters and fixed disturbances' bounds. The case of a system with given parameters and various disturbances' bounds is studied in Section V-C.
A. PARAMETERS
The simulation environment is established with the following parameters.
Given 
B. FIXED DISTURBANCE
In this case, the influence of the known disturbances' bounds is presented. The proposed distinguishability and disturbance ratio for the case are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively. Note F 0 represents the fault-free mode. In Table 2 , the value 0 indicates that the corresponding fault f i is not reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Furthermore, the smaller the reliable distinguishabilityD i,j (θ i ) is, the more difficult to isolate the corresponding fault f i from fault mode F j is. For example, in the fault-free mode, 55.547 < 245.716 means that it is easier to detect fault f 2 than fault f 1 .
In Table 3 , the value 1 indicates that the corresponding fault f i is not reliably isolable from fault mode F j . Furthermore, the larger the disturbance ratio is, the greater the impact of the disturbances on the distinguishability is.
C. VARYING DISTURBANCE
To further analyse the impact on the distinguishability from external disturbances, in this case, various boundsδ o ∈ [0, 0.1],δ c = 0.01δ o are tested with the given parameters in Section V-A.
Focusing on fault f 4 with the given fault time profile from various fault modes F j , j = 1, . . . , 4. Figure 2 draws the curves of the corresponding reliable distinguishabilityD i,j (θ i ) and existing distinguishability D e i,j (θ i ) with changing disturbances. Figure 2 shows that the increasing bound generate greater difficulty in isolating fault f 4 from corresponding fault mode. Moreover, the proposed distinguishability quantitatively reflects the effect of norm-bounded disturbances, while existing distinguishability defined in [16] is invariant with various unknown disturbances.
Specifically, curves of bothD 4,1 (θ 4 ) andD 4,2 (θ 4 ) overlap. The overlap indicates that there exists equal difficulty in isolating fault f 4 from fault modes F 1 and F 2 , due to fault mode F 1 is not isolable from fault mode F 2 [3] . Observe thatD 4,4 (θ 4 ) ≡ 0, it is due to that fault f 4 is non-isolable from fault mode F 4 . In addition,D 4,1 (θ 4 ) = D e 4,1 (θ 4 ) when δ o = 0, because the existing distinguishability is equivalent to the reliable distinguishability without norm-bounded disturbances.
For each fault f i , i = 1, . . . , 4 with the given fault time profile from fault mode F 0 (fault free), Figure 3 draws curves of the corresponding disturbance ratio with various disturbances. This figure shows that the increasing bound enables disturbance ratio to grow. That means the increasing amplitude of disturbance would pose more difficulty in detecting fault f i . Referring to Figure 2 together with Figure 3 , it could be found that the increasing disturbances' effect would reduce VOLUME 6, 2018 the reliable distinguishability, that is, increasing difficulty in diagnosing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, quantitative diagnosability has been studied for a stochastic system subject to norm-bounded disturbances. Reliable detectability, reliable isolability and reliable distinguishability are appropriately defined for the studied system. Also, disturbance ratio is defined to quantify the effect on diagnosability performance from external disturbance. Furthermore, an equivalent optimization problem is derived to achieve an easily-solved diagnosability evaluation. This greatly alleviates computational load. The sufficient conditions for reliable isolability are provided. To enhance the reliability of the proposed methodology, a new sliding window model with lower dimension is proposed. Simulations are carried out by various perturbed circumstances with norm-bounded disturbances. Results show that the proposed approach can validly quantify disturbances' effect on the diagnosability and, simultaneously, provide a reliable and accurate diagnosability evaluation for the stochastic uncertain system.
The proposed methods can obtain the quantitative diagnosability performance of the studied uncertain system. It allows designers to choose a model which has the best diagnosability performance. Such information also can be used to optimize the system configuration, such as solving sensor placement problem [11] . In addition, it is noteworthy that, high diagnosability can effectively alleviate the complexity and the cost of a diagnostic algorithm.
In the future work, the way to skillfully integrate the proposed method with a suitable diagnostic algorithm [25] - [27] needs to be investigated. Furthermore, FDI is a compromising process in practice [14] and how to apply the system diagnosability for refining of the design is still worth studying. In addition, evaluation of fault diagnosability for the concerned Markov jump systems [28] , two-dimensional discrete time systems [29] , [30] and the networked systems with time delay or packet dropout [31] , [32] are also worth studying.
